
 

A Political New-year’s Resolution on Climate Change 

It’s clear that many western governments are now 
experiencing a political shift in thinking on the reality and 
risks of following a NetZero policy, and we predict new 
political resolutions on the approach to climate change in 
the new year and beyond.  

 
The past Climate Emergency rhetoric 
 
Until recently western nations had been compliant toward the UN IPCC driven agenda that has aggressively 
communicated that we have a global climate emergency that requires these national governments sign on to an 
immediate NetZero approach directing the elimination of fossil fuels as rapidly as possible to avoid an existential threat to 
our civilization.  

 
The Focus is on the west. 
 
The NetZero mandate is mainly focused on the western nations while the “rest” can proceed unhindered in using fossil 
fuels to build their economies and are free to maximise their global trade activities at the expense to western economic 
sovereignty.  
 
The western nations have in the last 30 years seen their prosperity flatlined or worse due to the foolish adoption of the 
other UN controlled initiative of global free trade that is managed by the World trade organization and its multilateral 
mandates and rules. 
 
So, NetZero has become a huge distraction from the extremely necessary reshoring and recovery of the western 
industrial base to reinstall more balanced economies and achieve a reversal of the declining productivity and prosperity in 
these western nations.  

 
Climate “reality” is kicking in. 
 
Its clear that many western governments are now experiencing a political shift in thinking on the reality and risks of 
following a NetZero policy, and we predict new political resolutions on the approach to climate change in the new year and 
beyond.  
 
Most western nations are or will be soon moving through changes in government/s that are predicted to be much more 
nationalistic, with an ideology more focused on the need to maintain or improve national prosperity, rather than support 
multilateral initiatives such as NetZero.  
 
These new governments will be grappling with the huge risk to national prosperity of displacing or eliminating fossil fuels 
that have been the main reason for their advance in human flourishing in the last 150 years.  
 
They have come to understand the trillions in mainly citizen wealth already wasted on the NetZero journey with very 
limited progress in reducing global reliance on fossil fuels with the associated price increases and reduced energy 
reliability making any further expenditure non-viable.  
 
Many western citizens are faced with legislated changes to life altering choices in fuels to heat the home and 
transportation via the mandate to move to EVs, with many consumers and providers doubting that this transition can be 
achieved without significant pain and prosperity loss. 



Many now believe that NetZero is being undertaken without any full risk assessment and is forcing economies to 
undertake the replacement or modification of fossil fuels with alternative technologies and solutions that are either 
unavailable, not ready, scientifically un-capable, or will further increase imports and move them even further from a 
balanced economy.  
 
Many experts have made it clear that due to the massive national investments required NetZero will further reduce 
prosperity and increase social disruption and citizen suffering.  
 
Many of these economies may have to face the reality that fossil fuels will continue to be the only viable source of 
sustainability and prosperity for many decades to come.  
 
The citizens in these western nations may be deciding that NetZero is foolish, unfair, hi-risk, and just plain unrealistic in 
the real world.  

 
Lack of scientific closure  
 
In parallel with this fresh political awakening about the stark reality about implementing NetZero there is also growing 
Scientific expert opinion that argues against the premise that we have a climate emergency and questions the need for a 
move toward NetZero.  
 

These experts have formed scientific organizations such as CLINTEL https://clintel.org and  the CO2 Coalition 
https://co2coalition.org that have collected signatures from an impressive list of climate experts that maintain that the 

NetZero mandate has been over-driven by political propaganda rather than scientific rigor and due diligence. They provide 
facts to insist that the UN-IPCC https://www.ipcc.ch  has created a false and dangerous consensus that has generated 
unnecessary public wide alarmism and fanaticism that is polarizing our institutions and radicalizing our youth.  
 
Many of these scientists explain that the normal and essential scientific dialogue has been heavily suppressed and 
subjugated by political pressures to avoid any change to the IPCC driven NetZero groupthink, and this has made scientific 
peer review, risk management, and alternative policy review almost impossible. 
 

National governments must take back control. 
 
Based on the above it’s now time for western national governments to form their own scientific commissions and follow a 
common-sense approach to policy setting on matters of the changing climate. This must involve fully reevaluating the 
existing UN initiatives that have clearly lost any form of reality or responsibility. It also brings into question the real motives 
of these apparently unrealistic multilateral agendas. 

 
These national government commissions must review and gather input from scientists on all sides of the discussion so 
that they reach a far better risk assessment and policy level action plans to balance climate change risk with much 
needed national prosperity and the well being of their national citizens.  
 
These national commissions must operate with zero interference from the UN IPCC as its clear that agenda is fixed and 
entrenched and has become far more political than scientific, with more emphasis on multilateral virtuousness rather than 
reality. 
 
Past policies and commitments for NetZero must be placed on hold until this review process is completed. 

 
The climate facts and discussion needed…... 
 
Its very clear that the climate change discussion should focus on the following “questions and answers”. 
 
 
Is the climate changing? 

 
YES.... No dispute by all concerned. 
 

Is the climate change an emergency, whatever the root cause?   
 
The UN-IPCC says YES!   
 
But many scientists organized into separate bodies and groups say… NO! 

https://clintel.org/
https://co2coalition.org/
https://www.ipcc.ch/


These scientists have facts that support that most of the impact of the climate change so far is positive for 
humankind with the warming planet not generating any significant statistical change in weather patterns or 
ecological issues with the added benefit of extending growing cycles and the higher levels of CO2 generating a 
greener planet with far better food supply.  
 
This correlates with historical knowledge that past civilizations thrived in times of increased temperatures and 
struggled when the climate was cold. 
 
Although many dire predictions of climate doom have been made over the years, they have all been proved false.  
 
There are now many books, articles and documentaries that underpin that we don’t have a climate emergency 

and a recent documentary A Climate Conversation  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xRfQzMgvfDA declares 

the fallacy of climate panic and the impracticality of NetZero.  
 

Is the climate change (most of it) caused by humans? …  
 

The UN-IPCC says YES.  
 
But many scientists organized into separate bodies and groups say NO! 
 
They explain that although humans have historically been a source of planet pollution to air. sea, rivers, plants 
and animal life, we have recently improved significantly in this regard. 
 
The main argument by the UN for our contribution to climate change is the release of additional CO2 into the 
atmosphere by the burning of oil, gas that releases CO2 into the atmosphere. 
 
There is no dispute we have liberated CO2 that was trapped in buried fossils and have added it to the 
atmosphere, but some scientists question if our contribution is significant to the CO2 in progress in the 
atmosphere as there are many other sources of CO2 on the planet. Some scientists have declared that our 
contribution to the increase in CO2 level is less than 20% with almost 80% of the rise in CO2 being natural.  
 

Is increasing CO2 the main cause of the climate change?  
 
The UN-IPCC says YES. 
 
But many scientists organized into separate groups say… NO! 
 
They argue that the UN-IPCC science uses inaccurate computer models to explain how CO2, which is an 
atmospheric trace gas, can affect the planet temperature. They dispute that there is a significant causation 
between increasing CO2 and slightly increasing planet temperature.   
 
These scientists explain that CO2 is a poor greenhouse gas with limited ability to effect temperature. They provide 
calculations that explain that a doubling of CO2 can only add 1% to planet temperature. The argument that an 
increase in CO2 generates a “turbo effect” on water vapor which could be a far stronger contributor to 
temperature has not been validated by all scientists and remains only a theory. The countervailing theory is that 
the laws of thermodynamic equilibrium will balance out any possible “turbo effect”.  Scientific discussions on this 
subject are still a work in progress. 
 
Further, many maintain that the NetZero action on the mitigation of CO2 emissions is unnecessary as the planet 
warming is part of a natural cycle, and even with increasing CO2 over the last few decades current data on 
environmental changes of extreme weather events and sea level rise show very minimal threat to humankind of 
any increase in global temperatures, and a far better policy would be localized adaptation (if needed) that will 
definitely need to be undertaken with the power of fossil fuels. 

 
In fact, the so-called threat of increasing CO2 is being deemed by some scientists as a net benefit and not a 
threat, as it is increasing the food supply across the biosphere of our planet. 
 

Can NetZero be undertaken in the time frames set by the UN, and is it viable?  
 
The industrial expert’s say absolutely not.  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xRfQzMgvfDA


The investment to undertake this NetZero journey is far more than the ability for any of the national governments 
to adequately fund. 
 
So called renewable technologies will nor support a modern industrial economy that requires reliable power 24/7  
The migration to EVs that is being mandated in many western nations will increase the cost of transportation by at 
least 50% once the gas tax which supports the existing transport infrastructure is transferred to the electrical 
energy that EVs will consume. Also, the massive new infrastructure to support EV recharging is yet to be planned 
or budgeted. 
 
Replacing heavy ground transportation and aircraft propulsion and trade shipping with non-fossil-fuel solutions will 
be a very long process and will probably be cost prohibitive.  
 
The raw materials and global supply chains to support the Renewables and EV products will be a massive 
undertaking at an order of magnitude more than any mineral extraction effort already undertaken by mankind to 
date. It proves to be an expensive and dirty affair that is already exploiting immature economies and its citizens in 
unsafe practices. Also, it will only be viable and practical with the extended use of fossil fuel driven equipment. Go 
figure! 
 
Also, we have not undertaken enough commitment to nuclear power and hydro power, which are the best 
solutions for the generation of clean electricity. 
 
Although we may be able to reduce the burning of fossil fuels to power our transportation and heat our facilities, 
we will always need fossil fuel materials to “make things”. The biproducts of fossil fuels are essential for our 
modern lifestyle, such as transportation equipment, industrial equipment, pharmaceuticals, computers, buildings, 
furnishings, clothes, shoes, etc, etc.  
 
A world without fossil-fuels and the associated bi products will put us back into the mid 19th century and will mean 
cutting down many trees for fuel, and the hunting and killing of animals for skins and other materials and will 
mean hardship for many. Contemplating a world without such materials is far from realistic or viable!  

 
Does the scientific community believe that there has been the political subjugation of science. 
 

Many climate scientists explain in recent articles that the scientific community and most research institutions have 
been politically subjugated by the climate emergency groupthink, with clear evidence of threats of funding 
withdraw, career termination, and professional intimidation, unless they comply with the misappropriation of 
science to generate a false consensus that we have a climate emergency. So, its clear that such a situation has 
also made any normal scientific peer review process and traditional scientific journal publishing meaningless.  
 
Although true peer review process has been subjugated, many articles and books have been authored by these 
climate scientists that supports the climate reality position presented here. 
 
This escalating scientific discord demands a strong need for far more open dialogue on climate change and for a 
detailed review and probable change in national policies.  
 
We don’t need Climate panic or alarmism or climate denial or skepticism or attacks on our existing 
energy providers … we need to strive for scientific truth and policies that can achieve….. Climate 
Realism.  

 

The nation-based policies. 
 
Each western nation must develop its own commission and review process to set policies for managing climate change 
and we are very certain most national political leaders, after a solid review with all scientists and industrialists once they 
are free to declare the truth, will more realistically rate the risks and set priorities to undertake its own approach to climate 
change more in keeping with its own economics and prosperity goals. 
 
Let’s hope we will soon see a return to common sense feet on the ground national politics that will focus much more on 
national prosperity.  
 
Future policies must focus on a more balanced economy by creating an industrial policy that encourages significant 
reshoring of the manufacturing base. This must include much stricter enforcement of local trade blocs such as the 
USMCA to reduce the need for unnecessary imports to balance trade to increase local productivity and avoid future 
geopolitical risks.  



A positive outcome of this localized trade policy will be the reduction in the pollution of the oceans by global shipping and 
the reduction of globalized manufacturing in ill-prepared emerging economies which has become one of the largest 
pollution mechanisms on the planet in the last 30 years. 
 
The western governments must focus on rebuilding infrastructure to support re-industrialization including achieving local 
energy independence using affordable solutions such as natural gas and nuclear power. This must be a firm goal to fuel 
the growth in industrial capacity. But this solution must never again be constrained by any Net-Zero climate policies. 

 
Wasteful government activities and regulations must be reduced, but they must provide adequate support systems such 
as national health, education, and housing systems to benefit citizens as they participate in the recovery of their economic 
prosperity.  

 
National borders and out-of-control immigration and migration must be far better managed.  

 
National priorities must move away from the distraction of the past over-indulgence in multilateral initiatives, including the 
dangerous global initiatives of DEI / SDG / ESG as they are clearly not serving the interests of the western citizens. 

 
So, the top priority of these western governments is to make citizen prosperity and economic affordability a top priority.  
 

Possible outcomes  
 
The suggested review process must allow all scientists to work together in a much more open and fear free manner to 
provide a much more scienced based and balanced resolution on the impact of mankind on the climate. 
 
Its clear that future climate change policies will feature far shorter term and more localized adaption to any climate change 
than the cost prohibitive globalized mitigation approach suggested by NetZero.  
 
Also, these climate policies must be undertaken on a far more extended time frame with decision stage gates such that 
demonstrated capability of technology and industrial capacity is achieved prior to any policy implementation. All such 
progress and changes must be based on commercial viability and better balanced with prosperity for the nation, and not 
driven by narcissistic leadership and ideological fantasy.  
 
It is anticipated that the western nations will generate these national resolutions to balance climate and prosperity policies 
in collaboration with their regional trade bloc partners such as the EU and the USMCA. 
 
The UN and the IPCC must become more of a multilateral coordinating and monitoring group rather than a controlling 
body, and in this manner, we will avoid the multilateral-group-think that has generated unrealistic goals of forced policies 
and under-managed risks and the inevitable politicization of science.  
 
Of course, in the much longer term some multilateral activity may be appropriate to share solutions to any changes in 
climate, but national governments must always be in control of their economies, and their national interests, and ensure 
the best interest of their citizens are always served. 
 
The correct idiom for the future of mankind will be “keep calm and carry on!” 
 

 

More in my new book at: www.takebackmanufacturingnigelsouthway.com 
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